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My search for a business school that would suit my ambitions began by highlighting the 

schools that offer relevant courses in addition to providing opportunities to further my career. I 

specifically wanted an institution that affords the students the chance to develop their passion. 

The business school in question should be one that will nurture my passion for entrepreneurship. 

During my search, the University of Pennsylvania stood out as an institution with a flexible 

curriculum, a diverse student population and most importantly, gives the prospecting 

entrepreneurs the opportunity to pursue their goals. 

My academic background is outstanding in all subjects that I undertook; however, I have 

always had a natural bias to economics. Because of my practical mindset, I prefer the economics 

that applies to real situations in life and gives solutions to challenges. One of the main reasons 

for my application to Wharton is the fact that the institution has an excellent record and 

reputation of producing outstanding graduates. The institution is also known for providing 

unique and unequaled education to its students. Besides, the University of Pennsylvania affords 

the students the opportunity to access education that is geared towards solving the real world 

problems. The opportunity for students to study and learn in other schools through the exchange 

programs is a unique chance that I will embrace to learn more about entrepreneurship and the 

economic challenges in the world. I am certain that with the support of the dedicated teaching 
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and nonteaching staff in Wharton, I will come out a sharper and intellectually sound individual 

with the ability to offer solutions to problems. 

Wharton promises to be a perfect place for me to develop my business skills. I say this 

because of my experience in my hometown where there are various opportunities for business 

which are unfortunately untapped. To achieve my dreams of launching start-ups in my 

hometown to help the community and my generation, I will seek to draw on the conducive 

academic atmosphere and environment provided by Pennsylvania University. For example, I 

have learned from my searches that the professors at the institution are very approachable, and I 

will use this opportunity to widen my knowledge from their unparalleled experience. Besides, 

the program that helps ambitious students to present their business ideas to the Pennsylvania 

Wharton Innovation Fund is a welcome opportunity for me to tap into and pitch my 

entrepreneurial ideas.  

From my teenage years, I have always liked to meet and form a friendship with diverse 

people. I have to international camps on my own since I was thirteen to meet various people and 

learn different aspects of culture which enable me to have a different perspective of the world. It 

is, therefore, no surprise when I get attracted to the University because of its varied student 

population. With this diversity at Watson, I can be certain that my participation in various 

programs will enable me and other students develop a better understanding of each other and life 

aspects that will enhance the national values. With the advent of globalization, one cannot avoid 

transacting with people with other cultures and diverse opinions and that is why with 

Pennsylvania University, I will be prepared to venture into the business world. 


